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Successfully marketing your practice is crucial in retaining your current patients, and 
attracting new ones. To get you started, we have put together some tips to help you advertise 
your treatment offering and maximise your patient base.

Building a presence
In an age that is becoming increasingly more digital, most dental practices have an online 
presence, even if this is as simple as using Google My Business. If you have not yet set this 
up, it is free, takes a matter of minutes and is an invaluable resource that adds credibility to 
your business. 

However, whilst this is a good place to start and establishes your practice with an online 
presence, consumers are now very much ‘online’ and will actively seek your website. If you do 
not have one, many will overlook you and the first-class services that you offer.

Simply put, your website reflects your practice. Your website needs to both communicate 
your treatments in a simple manner and attract the patients you want to treat. Make sure that 
you have a page solely on your treatment offering that is easy for prospective patients to find. 
We will provide you with suggested wording and some imagery and videos that you can use.  

We can also help new patients locate you with our popular ‘Find a Provider’ feature on our 
S4S & Smilelign websites. If you offer SCi, Sleepwell or Smilelign treatment, let us know and 
we will add your practice - it is free to be a part of.

Using social media
Social media is a really powerful resource at little to no cost. Testimonials from existing 
patients are a powerful tool - as word of mouth remains the most credible form of marketing. 
For Smilelign, before and after images of your patients’ cases are also really effective. 

You can also run competitions or promotions, such as ‘End of Treatment Whitening‘, to peak 
interest. However, a word of caution - your profiles must remain active with regular content 
posted to appear credible to prospective patients.

We have active profiles for both S4S & Smilelign that we continuously push content out on. 
This is then free for you to share on your own practice pages. Follow us to see our content:

s4sdentallab
smilelign

@s4sdental
@smilelign

s4sdental
smilelign

Events - National Awareness Weeks/Months
At both S4S and Smilelign, we are passionate about raising awareness of dental conditions 
amongst the general public, highlighting to prospective patients the importance of the 
dentist’s role. As such, we annually promote three awareness events:

National Stop Snoring Week - April
National Smile Month - May-June
Bruxism Awareness Week - October

Each event corresponds to one of our key product areas and, as such, we send out 
promotional materials to practices and also run offers to coincide with the events. We also 
push out social media content and blogs for each event that you can share with patients.

Advertising your new offering
Whilst digital promotion will help you secure new patients, it is still important to market to 
your existing clients about any new treatment offerings. Showcasing posters, leaflets and 
waiting room videos on your different products can have a direct and immediate impact, 
acting as a gentle way in - hopefully prompting patients to raise the topic with you. 

Likewise, encouraging existing patients to like and share your social media pages can also 
aid in building a following and get your products in front of a new audience. Existing patients 
are also a great resource for gaining testimonials to push out digitally via social media and 
your website.

Communicating with patients

Adding simple questions to your patient questionnaire gives you a direct way to ask patients 
to expand. A patient answering ‘Do you experience migraines on waking?’ for bruxism and/
or ‘Are you happy with the appearance of your smile?’ for Smilelign provides good insight and 
allows you to ask the patient outright about potential new treatments.

Frequent communication with your current patients should not be underestimated. Duration 
requires consideration, but quarterly newsletters or update texts can be a great way of 
highlighting new treatments available and can also create interest.

Questions? Please contact us via any of the below - we are here to help you.
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